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JL CHAVE SELECTION
Saint-Joseph Offerus 2015

92 POINTS

“

Opaque ruby. Deep-pitched black and blue fruit, floral pastille,
olive and smoky mineral character on the nose. Sweet, spicy
and penetrating on the palate, offering juicy blueberry and
cherry cola flavors underscored by a peppery quality that adds
back-end spiciness and cut. Youthfully firm tannins add shape
to the finish, which hangs on with impressive,
dark-berry-driven tenacity.

”

- Avril 2018

À propos de Vinous

Vinous is our vision of a modern-day wine media platform that places
consumers inside the conversation and encourages them to form their own
opinions. Vinous brings together professional reviews, the stories behind the
wines and the perspectives of our readers in over 55 countries using
multimedia and leading edge technology. We visit hundreds of wineries each
year, allowing us to offer unparalleled, first-hand insight into the world of
wine. Since launching in May 2013, Vinous has become one of the fastest
growing wine content websites in the world. Regular features include
comprehensive reviews of new releases from the world's major wine regions,
vertical tastings and retrospectives, in-depth videos shot on location, Vinous
Favorites - our top picks under $25, Cellar Favorites - which features older
wines, and Vinous Table, where we profile our top eating and drinking
destinations. In November 2014, Vinous announced its acquisition of
Stephen Tanzer's International Wine Cellar. Please also see the Frequently
Asked Questions.
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